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Joseon Royal Court Culture Ceremonial
A court is an extended royal household in a monarchy, including all those who regularly attend on a monarch, or another central figure. Hence the word court may also be applied to the coterie of a senior member of the nobility. Royal courts may have their seat in a designated place, several specific places, or be a mobile, itinerant court. In the largest courts, the royal households, many ...

Royal court - Wikipedia
Gungnyeo (literally "palace women") is a Korean term referring to women waiting on the king and other royalty in traditional Korean society. It is short for "gungjung yeogwan", which translates as "a lady officer of the royal court". Gungnyeo includes sanggung (palace matron) and nain (assistant court ladies), both of which hold rank as officers. The term is also used more broadly to encompass ...

Gungnyeo - Wikipedia
The gat can be thought of as the representative headgear for traditional male Korean attire. It’s a large round black-and-white hat, who’s delicate and elegant features are said to represent one’s intrinsic beauty. Like well-polished shoes today, a man took care of his gat. During the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910), commoners and nobles alike, and scholars, too, wore a gat just about every day.

Gat, traditional headgear in Korea [1] : Korea.net : The ...
At the present time, Korean arts and culture are attracting many enthusiasts around the world. Korea's cultural and artistic achievements through the ages are now leading many of its young talents to the world’s most prestigious music and dance competitions, while its literary works are being translated into many different languages for global readers.

UNESCO Heritage in Korea : Korea.net : The official ...
Leeds Castle. Kent. ENGLAND. Leeds Castle is in Kent, ENGLAND, 5 miles (8 km) Southeast of Maidstone. A castle has been on the site since 1119. In the 13th century it came into the hands of King Edward I, for whom it became a favourite residence; in the 16th century, Henry VIII used it as a residence for his first wife, Catherine of Aragon.

Photographs of Castles and Manor Houses around the World
Asie. Corée : succession de Bak Hyeokgeose par Namhae Chachaung (en) comme roi de Silla (date traditionnelle) [1]; Parthie : fin du règne de Phraatecès et de la reine Musa, derniers représentants de la dynastie des Arsacides, assassinés. Orodès III devient dirigeant [2]; Monde Romain. 1 er janvier, Rome : début du consulat de Sextus Aelius Catus et de Caius Sentius Saturninus [2].
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